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END SEVENTIES: TWO GROUPS AND TWO PIONEERS 

Prof Robert Edwards

Collaborates with Patrick Steptoe

Active in IVF-related research since the late ‘60’s 

First Birth in IVF in 1978

Nobelprize winner 

Prof Alex Lopata

Active in IVF-research since 1970

First IVF pregnancy in 1973

First birth with regulated/ 

stimulated cycle (1980) 



- The first “world report’:

- Estimation of world results on IVF in 1978/79 until mid 1980;

- A.L. reports 210 treatment cycles, only 56 E.T.’s  could be done;

- 6 pregnancies were recorded;

- From these 6 pregnancies 3 resulted in live birth;

- Laparoscopic OPU in natural cycles, without stimulation or regulation;

- Main reason of failed E.T. : collection of the oocyte failed frequently;

- Once there was an oocyte : live birthrate per embryo of 5%;

- OPU in clomiphene/HCG stimulated cycles started in Australia mid ‘80;

- First pregnancies after Cl/HCG planning by the end 1980;



• 991 clinics in 31 countries have reported to ESHRE on ART;

• ART involved IVF, ICSI, FET, and varia, in total 550 296 cycles;

• Countries with a complete report: 77955* deliveries; 

• % deliveries per OPU – IVF: 21%; 

• 2 to 3% of all children, yearly born in Europe, have their
origin in ART;

• Worldwide in 2011 :  1.5 million treatments with around
350.000 babies born.



Swiss clinics wanted to join in IVF!  

• 1981: practical and theoretical teaching in IVF-

laboratory by Prof. A. Lopata (Melbourne, Australia)

Basic requirements:

Media preparation and culture system

Assesment and handling of oocytes, 

sperms and embryo’s.  

First pregnancy in 

Switzerland initiated in 

Basle , autumn 1982,          

in cooperation with

Dr F. Allemann

Further work on IVF in the 

F-centre in Locarno with

Dr M. Balerna and 

Dr A. Campana





IVF and ET in the early ’80

• Limited facilities for a specialised IVF laboratory
compared to present days;

• Hardly supply of materials like ET- catheters, 
OPU-needles, special pipets : home made!

• Culture media: ‘home made’, starting with pure 
self- distilled water and the individual chemicals.

• From 1985 onwards standardisation on these 
issues started � leave the pioneering time
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IVF : a Bumpy Road to Pregnancy



Developments in IVF laboratory

promising improvements

• Culture fluids

• Time lapse monitoring

• Vitrification-freeze

• ICSI

• Control of culture 

methods

already obsolete?

• Coculture with cells

• Extended culture

• Slow freeze

• SUZI

• Assisted Hatching





SUZI or ICSI?



ICSI



ICSI = holy grail for fertilization failure

• Men with even very few moving sperm

(‘Cryptozoospermic’) could become fathers;

• Idiopathic fertilization failure could also be

overcome;

• ICSI is now applied succesfully worldwide;



Control of culture conditions

• Why do so few embryo’s – once transferred

into the uterus- implant and develop further?

- Suboptimal culture conditions due to 

fluctuations caused bij the system: ->? 

- Sensitivity of embryo’s or gametes to 

temperature and pH fluctuations: -> ?





A look inside an incubator with

embryo’s of several patients



Inside the incubator part 2



Cabinet system for optimal

conditioning of culture



Future?

• Possibility to do preimplantation genetic

diagnosis (PGD);

• Reparing or replacement of mutated genes

(CRISPR);

• Research on epigenetic effects in early

embryo’s: early culture conditions and the 

quality of life in the later adult?



Concluding statements

• IVF/ ICSI has brought the possibility for many
infertile couples to have their own children;

• The preimplantation embryo deserves notions
like respect/ astonishment/ awe;

• Participation in research programs 
investigating the health of the children is an
obligation for every IVF centre;

• Implanting more than two embryo’s in one
treatment cycle is to be considered a clinical
mistake. 



Thanks

• Grateful to be able to work here in the early

years of IVF,  1983 – 1985 

• In recent years 2013 – 2014, the renewed

cooperation with Dr Stamm and his team was 

a great pleasure.

• Thank you for your attention





Fertilization failure in IVF : 

‘How to cut through the walls’

Prof J.M. Bedford



The development of ICSI brought us…

• Solution of the problem of fertilization failure in a 

clinical sense; 

• ADI much less needed nowadays;

• Scientifically drawback because the mechanisms

of fertilization failure are still barely understood;  

• Boost of comparative research on the health of 

ICSI and IVF children, sofar with reassuring

results. However only time will give us the final

picture.         


